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Michael Baxter 15. února 2023

Mariňáci chytí FBI při pokusu o sabotáž rozvodny v
Idahu a zabijte je.
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Námořní pěchota Spojených států v neděli zastřelila kriminální

agenty FBI, kteří se pokoušeli sabotovat elektrickou rozvodnu v

Meridian, Idaho, řekly zdroje z kanceláře generála Smithe Real Raw
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News.

Za poslední tři měsíce bylo v Severní Karolíně, Washingtonu a

Oregonu napadeno nejméně devět rozvoden, což připravilo desítky

tisíc lidí o moc, někdy i na několik dní. Po těchto útocích FBI vypsala

odměnu 250 000 dolarů za informace vedoucí k zatčení toho, kdo

provedl dvojí útoky v okresech Moore a Randolph, Severní Karolína.

Federálové také nesměle zapletli Trumpovy příznivce, kteří se staví

proti LGBTQ komunitě, protože sabotéři zasáhli města pořádající

trans-přátelské akce.

Armáda nyní tvrdí, že FBI měla vypsat odměnu 250 tisíc na sebe,

protože všechny známky naznačují, že neštěstí v rozvodně spáchali

zkorumpovaní agenti.

Podle našeho zdroje „pátá kolona FBI“, rostoucí počet agentů

pracujících proti Merricku Garlandovi a jeho ohavnému ministerstvu

spravedlnosti, řekl kanceláři generála Smithe, že darebáci plánují

během Super vyřadit „elektrárnu poblíž Boise“. Mísa, ale tipér

nevěděl, která rozvodna bude zasažena. A protože Boise, město s 250

000 obyvateli, a jeho předměstí měly četné rozvodny, chtěl generál

Smith znát podrobnosti, než zapojí své mariňáky do něčeho, co mohlo

být divokou husou. Takový útok by nepopiratelně rozzlobil lidi a

nechal tisíce bez elektřiny v mrazivé noci. Ačkoli některé dřívější tipy

„5. sloupce“ přinesly plodné informace – a vedly k zatčení Deep State

– jiné byly krach, ztráta času a zdrojů.

Zdroje White Hat, řekl, jsou rozprostřeny na širokém bojišti a generál

Smith musí uvážlivě vybírat své boje na základě konkrétních

informací, nikoli fám, spekulací nebo narážek.

"Ve velkém schématu věcí se nasazení čety nebo dvou nemusí zdát

jako velký problém, ale mohlo by to znamenat, že budeme muset

mariňáky stáhnout ze současných, stejně důležitých úkolů." Máme

omezenou elasticitu a potřebujeme vědět, že využíváme aktiva

správně,“ řekl náš zdroj.
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Nechal také uniknout, že mariňáci a členové komunity speciálních

operací jsou zapojeni do zámořských úkolů, ale nechtěl by to

rozvádět.

Když přišel hrot rozvodny, zeptal se generál Smith: „Boise? Proč

Boise?"

Ale oznamovatel vypadal bezradně. Nedokázal říct, zda Merrick

Garland nebo ředitel Christopher Wray útok povolili, ani jmenovat

polní kancelář – Boise jednu má – odkud se zlověstní agenti vynoří.

"Agenti bojující proti převzetí moci režimem - víme, že se vystavují

riziku." Stále si musíme dávat pozor na vlky v rouše a pasti,“ řekl náš

zdroj.

Dodal, že generál Smith strávil dva dny přemýšlením o dalším

postupu: buď ignorovat tip, nebo poslat malou expediční jednotku do

Idaha. Generál se rozhodl pro to druhé, protože "Kdyby se něco stalo

a mariňáci tam nebyli, aby se to pokusili překazit, generál Smith by

mu neodpustil jeho nečinnost."

Před nedělním výkopem Super Bowlu již dorazila do Idaha

průzkumná četa námořní pěchoty a prozkoumala pět distribučních

rozvoden v okruhu 30 mil od centra Boise. Rozhodli se, že každý, kdo

je natolik drzý, aby zaútočil na elektrárnu, zatímco slunce ještě svítilo,

si vybere odlehlé místo s nejřidšími blízkými byty. Ale žádná taková

lokalita neexistovala. Okolní rozvodny v Boise, Eagle a Meridian byly

hustě obydlené, s domy, v některých případech, jen několik metrů od

bzučících a hučících transformátorů. Velitel čety, který nebyl ochoten

příliš roztáhnout své síly, rozdělil mariňáky do tří osmičlenných týmů

a umístil je do rozvoden s nejméně viditelným zabezpečením –

řetězovými ploty a podobně – a listím, které mohli agenti použít, aby

se vyhnuli odhalení.

Hodinu do hry Eagles poráželi Kansas City, ale mariňáci v Idahu

neviděli žádné známky sabotérů FBI. V poločase, když na pódium

vstoupila démonická Rhianna oblečená v karmínové kombinéze s
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pentagramovým páskem, zastavilo se u brány rozvodny Columbia v

Meridianu sportovní SUV s nálepkami na nárazníku „Trump 2024“.

Čtyři muži, z nichž žádný nevypadal jako federál, vystoupili z

náklaďáku a přiblížili se k zamčené bráně. Všichni měli na sobě

ozdoby MAGA – klobouky a saka, které podporovaly Trumpovu

prezidentskou nabídku v roce 2024 – a jeden měl řezáky na šrouby.

Dva měli přes ramena zavěšené pušky typu AR-15.

Mariňáci vyzvali čtveřici, která zaklapla bránu s visacím zámkem.

Vetřelcům bylo řečeno, aby se postavili a vzdali se, ale jeden sundal z

ramen pušku, zakýval nabíjecí rukojetí a namířil ústí hlavně směrem

k mariňákům. Nikdy neměl šanci stisknout spoušť.

Mariňáci, vyzbrojení puškami M27 vybavenými supresorem, zahájili

palbu a zabili agresory. Při prohledávání těl našli mariňáci několik

zásobníků a pouzdro na opasek s výbušninami C4, ačkoli žádný z

mrtvých neměl peněženky ani identifikaci. Udělali značku VIN a

štítků SUV, které sahaly až k prádelně ve Wilmingtonu v Delaware.

Mrtvým, řekl náš zdroj, byly odebrány otisky prstů a White Hats s

přístupem k integrovanému automatizovanému systému identifikace

otisků prstů porovnali dvě sady otisků s agenty FBI přidělenými do

kanceláře FBI ve Spokane, Washington.

"Nemůžeme vyslýchat mrtvé, ale teď alespoň víme, že FBI je

spoluviníkem útoků na rozvodnu," řekl náš zdroj. "Co je horší, dali

jsme důkaz MSM, ale oni to odmítli vysílat, a ano, to zahrnuje Fox,

OANN a Newsmax."

Mimochodem, v úterý jsme se zeptali našeho zdroje, zda se White

Hats podívali na vykolejení ve východní Palestině, protože obyvatelé

onemocněli v důsledku úniku vinylchloridu do vzduchu. Real Raw

News také slyšely nepodložené zvěsti o společné pracovní skupině

EPA-FEMA zabíjející hospodářská zvířata a domácí mazlíčky poblíž

vykolejení. Náš zdroj řekl, že se na to „kouká“, ale neměl žádné další
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informace, které bychom mohli sdílet. Také by nekomentoval příběhy

o hordách chodících raněných, údajně způsobených petrochemickými

látkami, které mění mysl, potulujících se ulicemi.

(Návštíveno 99 683 krát, 6 061 návštěv dnes)

The timestamps are behind on the RRN comments by at least ten

hours. Meanwhile, Merrick Garland gave a speech in St Louis

yesterday discussing 200 Million being dished out to community

groups aimed at reducing gun violence. Just feeding the Cabal’s street

members to keep the Democratic operatives alive and well. He also

gave a speech in DC on Monday. Whether he is the real deal or a body

double- he is not hiding.

I hope that when they release the evidence of these events that RRN

will get the first shot at releasing some of it – after being the only site

with the connections & the stones to publish it.

Yeah let’s see. I suspect that we will never see any evidence of

anything ever published on RRN.

I am making $100 an hour working from home. I never imagined that

it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

$16,000 a month by working on a laptop, that was truly astounding

for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must

try this job now by just using this site… w w w.P a y a t h o m e 7.c o m

“What’s worse, we’ve given the proof to MSM but they refuse to air it,

and, yeah, this includes Fox, OANN, and Newsmax.”

– Not shocked at all.

-> Glad to hear Battles are being won.
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What happened to the dead bodies? What is news expected to say?

What could have been the scenario played out of these guys

succeeded? Is any of this on camera? Why would security of such an

important place be so easy to breach after all the other recent

substation attacks? Boise is freezing so seems could have been worse.

Could deepnstaters come back and try attacking any place else? What

could be expected people could or would do if they knew they almost

got a serious deadly problem?

Since they got their fingerprints, most likely the Marine Recons took

the bodies with them, ran the prints, put them on ice with a FBI tag

on their toes. The C4 belt pouch was checked to see where it was

manufactured and purchased. The bolt cutters where it was

purchased. Perhaps the two not identified were ISIS or Blackrock

mercenaries. Wouldn’t be surprising at all, would it? Could have been

a lot of evidence left out of the article for security reasons. Would

apply to all articles. News is expected to censor, which Faux, OANN,

Newsmax obeyed obligingly, more than likely because their families

are threatened with death. Why don’t white hats protect reporters?

Most of us wouldn’t lift one finger or piss on FAKE News reporters if

they were on fire.

If there on the air, they are part of the problem. We do know this

much. Other than that, we are in free fall

JEWS PRETENDING TO BE WHITE ON TWITTER PUSHING

ANTI-WHITE PROPAGANDA (SEE PDF IN DESCRIPTION)bitchute

DOT com/video/qLu8PrYkad5I/

Thnx Elon!!!!

But we already knew this was going on.

“They” are desperate soulless muTanT’s, and will do whatever it takes

without regard for anything, but “their” objective.

NO QUARTER
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I am pretty convinced now that this site is not about the money, it is

about true, honest journalism.The stories as well as the comments

from the patriots.Dr. Baxter will end up totally justified. when the

EBS rolls out.

Caught in the act.Armed as well.No move to surrender.Execute them.

Possibly arrested and detained.Many in the deep state will not talk.

Obama will defend me.We would be talking a murderous traitor here

,an enemy combatant.i offer some French advise.I guarantee,, The

French will make you talk. How,you may say??? after whooping up on

you real good,, depriving you of both food and sleep, The guy walks

into the room with a little pot,some canned heat and some pure lead

bars, which he begins to melt in the pot whats up with him? “He is

preparing the enema we are going to give you if you won’t talk””he is

going to put that hot lead up my rear end?” Oui Monsier!! hold it,hold

on stop,alto,halt,finito! I have changed both my mind and my heart, I

WILL TALK,LET’S START OVER,I WILL TELL YOU EVERYTHING

IN DETAIL! DO NOT POUR THAT HOT LEAD IN MY BUTT!” As I

said The French will make you talk.

feb 16th 2023 the satanists are in the process of literally destroying

the usa…. where is the obese vax pimp or the military white hats? lmg

sitting in a dumb with jfk laughing at the satanists murdering us?

So, what do you give a shit for? All you’ve done is negate anything

anybody ever wrote here. You’re a freaking Troll.

Your statement seems to imply that you could trust the government if

a different puppet, I mean politician, were “in charge”.

Assuming your statistics are accurate, that would mean that 2% might

be capable of critical thinking, and of the 16,694 viewers thus far, that

would be at least 333 people capable of ascertaining the truth. There

is always a remnant.

except the numbers you see are fiction. when a new article comes out,

within minutes it has over 10k views which is highly improbable
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MICHAEL BAXTER: I have been very active asking alternative

channels to contact you to get the press release from General Smith’s

staff. I am now metaphorically bloodied and disabled from the

backlash. My requests were mostly ignored, but for those who

responded, without exception they disregarded RRN as…

a FAKE NEWS SITE…

 
has ZERO CREDIBILITY…

 
uses HUMOR, SATIRE, and PARODY…

 
(as stated in RRN’s DISCLAIMER), and

 
USES ONLY UNVERIFIABLE and

 
** ANONYMOUS SOURCES! **

I gave them hell and shut them up, but none of them would consider

taking General Smith’s offer of a press release, because of an

industry-wide belief that RRN is FAKE NEWS, partially based on

your own history in website development and financial promotions,

partially due to the legal disclaimer, PRIMARILY DUE TO

ANONYMOUS SOURCES, and because there is ZERO

VERIFICATION OF SOURCES or statements of fact in RRN reports.

But ANYONE CAN SHOW that EXECUTED PEOPLE ARE STILL

ALIVE TODAY! (they may be clones, but the masses don’t have a clue

about clones).

I assume at this point that alternate news sites of any significance

have already concluded RRN is completely fake.

I know it’s not fake, because all reports are consistent with each other

and with the personalities of all characters referenced in them (down

to particular detail), and they are consistent with Law of War Manual,

with the US Constitution, with recently declared US Emergencies,

with past military operations, and with JAG and court martial

procedures.
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But the vast majority of potential readers only know what all the

other (competing) news sites say about RRN (it’s fake, satire, parody,

blah, blah, blah…)

WHAT CAN **YOU** DO TO LEND CREDIBILITY TO

REALRAWNEWS?

******************************

 
** HELP US MICHAEL!! **

 
******************************

It is shocking that an alternative news source that is famed for being

factual wouldn’t automatically accept the opinion or suggestions of

someone named Mickey Mouse.

Do you think he is actually calling himself Mickey Mouse when he is

addressing someone in a professional capacity? We all use fake

names here for OBVIOUS reasons. Sounds like wind to me.

Do you think that he is actually using his real name with other

alternative media sources? For OBVIOUS reasons, I doubt that he is,

but I’m sure you are more of an expert in wind than I am.

sounds like a good point to me!

I mostly surf Rumble because it generally does not censor.

 
Moniker is RealMooseMan.

Come on man!

“Captain America” was already taken. :^)

But no, I only use “Mickey Mouse” on RRN and questionable sites.

Why would MB help you? People who support him are not deterred

by millions of naysayers — they don’t need a proof, they just need

MBs approval.

They should’ve shot them in the legs and just maime the bastards,

then take them into custody to……well … You know the rest
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No. Shoot to kill, always. Take him down. Wounded are still

dangerous, a killshot to the head. Miss that smaller leg target, the

Marine dies.

Legs don’t aim or pull triggers.

 
“Their” choice is/was perfectly clear, so is Mine.

 
Clones are programmed for one thing, even then there is No

guarantee their info is valid.

NO QUARTER

For the fourth time straight, i.e. the foregone recovery of the

Amphibious Assault ship and the two cloning labs and now three

non-resistiting FBI traitors.. Valuable people and equipment were not

recovered or captured but neglected in planning and lost. When are

the planners going to realize they serve us best by recovering ships,

aircraft, other material as well as potential informants and highly

skilled staff technicians?

The Amphibious Assault ship was anchored next to a Venezuelan

naval base filled with warships any one of which could have sunk the

defenseless Boxer crewed by 32 Seals, not trained in operating a large

ship in shallow coastal waters. The disabled engines will keep it there.

Later, it can be retrieved from a defeated Venezuela.

Capturing prisoners adds a great danger element to an assault

mission. Take no prisoners. Get in fast, get out fast before enemy

supporting forces arrive,

UTICA, OH — Locals are rejoicing this morning at the news that a

nearby food production facility made it through another night

without being burned to the ground like others all around the

country.

 
“Wow, what a beautiful sight — seeing Walt’s Soybean Corp. still

standing tall and unscathed,” said local woman Pam Gohr. “We’re not

sure how this happened! It’s a miracle!”

 
Sources say residents had expected the worst after the recent
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torchings of the Amish Corn Co-op, the Piltington Dairy Farm, and

Bawk-Bawk Egg Collective due to mysterious unseen forces that are

in no way suspicious or coordinated. “The TV told us these are all a

coincidence and that we shouldn’t worry about them,” said Gohr.

“Then a commercial for fried crickets came on. I’m sure everything’s

fine.”

 
Authorities are urging locals who see suspicious activity around other

food production facilities to keep walking and not report anything

because nothing is happening that anyone should worry about.

“There is absolutely nothing to see here,” said local FBI Field Office

Director and BlackRock consultant Ted Smith. “We urge everyone to

just do their jobs as citizens and watch more Netflix.”

 
At publishing time, sources had confirmed Walt’s Soybean Corp was

on fire.

Sometimes we need a little humor to keep or regain our sanity. This

article was from the highly accredited Babylon Bee, not to be

confused with the Babylonian Legacy News Wire.

The only good thing about Soya is the fermented Soya Sauce, Soya

would be much better utilized by plowing it back under for field

restoration of nutrients for other non-GMO crops.

LMa0 @ netflix muTanT programming.

I have no intention of defending soy or GMO crops, but I would

prefer soy products to starvation or drinking water from the creek in

East Palestine, OH.

The plant survived because it a soybean corporation, go do some

research on soy products , yes they are a food source and yes they are

PROBLEMATIC. GO check for yourselves , soy products are not good.

Mr. Baxter , So all of my posts made yesterday at this story have not

survived. I made more posts today, lets see what posts survive today.

Maybe you can clue me in on what seems to be the problem. Till next

time.
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Quality and content are just fine, I have been posting and

commenting here for quite some time, my inquiry was directed to Mr.

Baxter, but thanks for your response just the same.

Wording is scanned and held for approval, they don’t approve the

face site. They don’t approve dot com links. People are wording them

expecting others to write it in their browsers accurate.

I have been posting and commenting the same way , I am aware of

the other things you have mentioned, thanks.

Dave, you need to hit the ‘refresh’ on your browser, then the website

catches up.

 
I hit the refresh every time I visit, then again after reading a while.

“We find by an unanimous vote that no widespread fraud took place

in Georgia 2020 presidential election that could result in overturning

that election.”

good thing trump wears diapers when he hears this news lol

Do you really think anybody has that kind of reaction when all the

alleged fact checkers agree on anything? You may be more naive than

I thought.

I really loathe that they fake ‘dress up as Trump supporters,’ while

they do their crimes, to try to blame MAGA. These three-letter

agencies are rogue as hell. They are not real Americans. Good job,

fellas.

The Hisstory books, lolol. Right off the bat, bells and whistles. Books

are made for indoctrination

Its as obvious as scooby doo pulling the mask off of imposter. Think

about it, why is the blond haired dude called Fred as in Trump with

blond hair. Trumps fathers name is Fred. Scooby Doo where are you

was made for this moment in time. Back to the future.
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Just curious, did you also loathe the patriots that dressed up like

Mohawk Indians at the Boston Tea Party?

why wouldnt they… its not like drump or these cowards spoken about

here are actually gonna do anything about it.

Saw a ccp military parade video. Very impressive. I do not know how

they got so many male AND female chinks to look like they are half

black–not just in skin color but in facial bone structure. Blacks have

incredibly strong bones. Well done ccp!

Why are the Mormons being called satanic? They believe what we do

and they have more history to guide them along. They learned by

talking to the American Indians that Jesus Christ actually came to

them before he left the Earth and taught them what they needed to do

to keep this land, but they didn’t keep His teaching so they fell when

we came across the ocean. They have a knowledge about America that

we just simply rejected because we were greedy and wanted it all for

ourselves. Our attitude probably would have been different if the

Indians would have stuck to the words of Jesus. He is how they knew

about the “Great White Father.” The history that they knew about and

accepted was severely unpopular with the government of the United

States at the time. I am not a Mormon, but I did take the time to learn

from a friend what the fuss has been about.

This 85 year old was brainwashed with Mormonism since birth and

served in many high leadership positions including Bishop. When

they started pushing the depopulation deadly Covid vaccines/jabs

that have murdered and injured millions i quit the church. They are

totally involved with freemasonry and Masonic secret societies and

moloch offerings including secret handshakes and slicing of throat

from ear to ear, removal of tongue and heart and bowels. Many of the

top leaders have been arrested and will undergo military Tribunals.

The Satanic ARRINGTONS have been exposed. And on and on and

on.
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Well said… ALL Re-Legions were created to divide and conquer. The

one god that they speak of is satan. Satan wants to lift his throne

above the clouds of heaven and be like the Most High. No mention of

the term GOD, The Most High Creator is who He is, satan thinks he

can usurp that, lololol, satan is a joke who has changed everything.

ALL Re-Legions are compliant to 501c3, part of the govern-ment,

control-mind, mind control. Millions of people across the world are

involved, the minions of satan and his secret societies

collusion among IRS and Church of LDS.

“A $100 billion investment fund owned by the Church of Jesus Christ

of Latter-day Saints is being investigated by the Securities and

Exchange Commission, which believes the church tried to keep the

massive portfolio secret, The Wall Street Journal reported late Friday.

Ensign Peak Advisors Inc., an investment management firm in Salt

Lake City, is owned by the LDS Church, which is also headquartered

there. The company only began disclosing its investments in SEC

filings under that company name in February 2020, the newspaper

said.

Certain investments, such as U.S.-listed stocks directly managed by

the firm, must be disclosed in SEC filings. The Journal said those

holdings “amounted to roughly $40 billion” as of Sept. 30.”

washingtontimes.com/news/2023/feb/10/sec-probing-lds-church-

investment-firm/

The “hidden Sovreign wealth fund has 250% from $40 Billion to $100

Billion in the since January 1, 2021.

Australia, alone, is seeking $20 Billion. From LDS for tax evasion in

Australia….LDS was using tax-avoidance schemes used by Apple and

Amazon. Itnis not a crime to make money, nornis it a crime to avoid

taxews.

But lying and deciving IRS and SEC, is unacceptable by any measure.
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Time to stop being fooled by all the types of Jesus religions.

You must know the truth and the truth will set you free

Jesus Was An Invented Character The Piso Family In The New

Testament | Part 1 youtube.com/watch?v=5SHtPtwDf68

 
‘THE PISO FAMILY IN THE NEW TESTAMENT’ – The Pisos felt

that they had a ‘right’ to make a new religion based on Judaism,

because they were descendants of the Herodian/Hasmonean hierarcy

that appointed the Jewish High Priests. Arrius Piso was called

‘Mountanus’ in History. His name was Arrius, which is ‘Mars’.

 
bibliotecapleyadesDOTnet › sociopolitica ›

esp_sociopol_piso02b.htm

 
Pray only to God,The Infinite of ALL that IS.

 
find out who you are praying to when calling on Jesus. The Great

Teacher that the Caesars modeled their fiction of Jesus on was much

more than you’ve known. Was not Jewish and lived a very long life.

YOU WILL NEVER FIND ANY TRUTH THAT THIS FICTION OF

JESUS EVER EXISTED.

Thanks for the link this is the kind of info I enjoy and want from the

site not the BS personal attacks and suppression of free speech in the

comments.

Great stuff on Telegram about Med Beds. How does one get in line for

one? Looks like a space spaceship will be involved.

NO. The real med beds are entirely free. Only the military have them

at present. They will be available as soon as we have secured our

freedom.

Where did the existence of “med beds” first come from? How do we

know that the story of their existence is true?

Well your belief system will ensure that you are last in line. Better for

us.
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They are real. The only reason they aren’t real to us is because the

Medical bastards and the DS are making sure that we don’t get them.

Their cash cow would be utterly gone. LOL

I heard companies are making many med. Ed’s and they are not the

same. I real med bed has an ET RIGHT THERE WITH IT.

Great work from the Marines!! I think this is just the tip of the iceberg

as far as the crooked FBI is concerned. But time is running out for the

DS & it’s stooges, they will pay for their crimes for certain, in this

world or the next!

Last edited 21 hours ago by John

I am making $100 an hour working from home. I never imagined that

it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

$16,000 a month by working on a laptop, that was truly astounding

for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must

try this job now by just using this website… w w w.P a y a t h o m e 7.c o -

m

Make no Mistake, #CIA (of #GWU) Sabotaging Trump’s

Administration and subsequent Presidential Campaign comes down

to the same.

God bless the Marine and all who helped on this .Thank them for

being the change for the better world and universe amen. God bless

us all Amen.

We are here for a purpose. You patriots are doing great.

 
Of course they are spying on us. Awakening the people frightens

them.

 
We are dangerous, an unending impediment to their lies and

propaganda.

How come it is taking so long to defeat the Globalist NWO?

 
Is Vladimir Putin allied with Commander-in Chief Trump? Yes. In

Ukraine, Putin is taking down the US biological warfare labs, the
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Nazis of Soros, rescuing Russians in Eastern Ukraine and the Donbas,

and now has destroyed what is likely a US Adrenochrome producing

child torture facility. Children are still being rescued by the thousands

by Putin in Ukraine, by other white hats all over the world, by our

Special Forces. We are winning this war. Many JAG courts on US

bases around the Earth are trying almost a thousand guilty

treasonous criminals each month. The military is the only way to

achieve justice and destroy this satanic cult.

It is an ongoing war, winning battle after battle against an entrenched

enemy that has been preparing for this war for thousands of years.

We have all of the evidence needed, but no honest Judicial system, no

honest mainstream Newsmedia, to bring the evidence before the

American people. Do people comprehend how difficult that is? The

people have to be awakened and have to agree that the Deep-State

system needs to go, has to be thoroughly destroyed.

Therefore, the indicted criminals are arrested by the military, hauled

off to the military JAG courts to be brought to justice in secret. The

military does not have the cooperation of thousands of state, local,

federal law enforcement agencies, state, local, federal justice

department investigators, FBI investigators, to assist them. Do people

comprehend how difficult that is? Would impatient people rather

speed up the process and allow half the scum, half the child

destroyers, half the depopulation murderers, half the traitors, to

escape justice? No, let us hang them all.

Glad to read this, Mr. Davis, but could you reply to unpack your idea

of how “speeding up the process” would inadvertantly allow some

traitors to remain living among the rest of us? Our daring and

resourceful masked rider of the plains, Mr. Juan O Savin, also “hints”

that there may be some secret reason, but he, also, never quite

explains. Furthermore, have you any idea of why this “need to go

slow” might be related to the White-Hat reluctance to give more facts

to we, the awakened ones? Not arguing, just asking. wwg1wga
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Well, the white hats are allegedly following a concise plan, carefully

drawn up over the past decade, or even longer ago. Trump was

officially recruited in 2015, but it was likely several years prior to that.

If they rush matters, criminal traitors who are carefully hidden might

escape disclosure or capture. Carefully handling those who are

captured and interrogated over many days will result in the exposure

of many of those hidden. Many were killed in the hundreds of

collapsing DUMBs and tunnels, their identities unknown. By sticking

to the plan, those identities might become known, and their names

crossed off the lists. Some of the 13-bloodline families have been

killed in their destroyed underground Bunkers. Perhaps the white

hats could discover which ones. None of these monsters should

escape this retribution lest they begin planning their NWO all over

again. White hats are still rescuing trafficked children and slaves also.

Fair enough, but the WH’s have had f’n DECADES to get this shit

sorted. And yet we still wait.

How much longer will Americans have to wait? Had the WH’s struck

decisively and pulled their wide net resolutely, I wonder if all these

chemweapons in trains would have been released? I wonder how

many girls would not be getting raped in border towns by illegals?

This is what trolls do. Just like this. Real patriots do not act like this.

They find a way to be helpful, & do it.

The one and only tag-team troll turd Jas0n-Julie or is it Julie-Jas0n?

Where, who, how killed in underground bunkers? I like to read about

these things but no links. Some satanic places remain untouched and

said to go deep underground like GETTY museum in Brentwood LA

Malibu mountains on the coast of CA and it’s said to have been built

for the queen of England’s end times bunker cities.

There’s said to be control rooms for running surface earth down there

that could restore the earth to a garden of Eden fast. There are secret

levels under the hospitals going down, at least 14 levels. there are
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levels put on YT but only 4 levels under the Hollywood sign where

they watch the surface area in Hollywood.

All these beings working underground with camera’s aI can guess is

the all seeing eye, just technology but it’s said to be unimaginable.

Surface earth has been set up to be a blood and loosh factory for

basically vampires as far as I hear and they are using voice in the

head technology and dreams against the humans. The NWO shadow

gov is these beings I don’t hear of much. They control the doctors who

are all said to be microchipped in med school. They must live and

work in the underground of all the hospitals. Doctors used to ask me

for sex when I was in my 20’s. I could tell that medical field was

loaded with very handsome buff immoral doctors.

I think there’s unimaginable things big time yet to be discovered and

the cov19 proved how many science and medical persons are

involved. The chemtrails in LA have never been worse lately.

I’m hearing terrible things about the prisons like they are loaded with

illegal drugs and no prisoners are getting their commissary packages,

and to this day many females trading sex with the guards for

privileges and drugs coming from the jail guards.

Half time at football is the usual evil, so in many way’s nothing’s

changed. People are still piled up in the slums and running drugs.

People are still getting voices in the head and trashing other’s cars or

crashing, and drinking and driving. Liquor stores are still in business

so it’s creepy. There’s arrests all the time but it’s sad with how many

are drinking and drugging and the fentanyl.

I like Trumps plan of getting rid of all the drug dealers but it hasn’t

started. Seems it should include a lot of pharma and liquor stores.

That’s my guess. To focus on illegal drugs get’s pharma off the radar

while they have not detoxed or recalled the arm stabbed.
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They have the new agers promising the great upcoming solar flash

will take care of that. It’s not supposed to happen until we get to 5th

density. In the meanwhile the bright sun is covered daily with some

planes spreading the worst ever chemtrails and people left wondering

how military can’t keep them grounded or destroy their facilities.

‘The plan to build cities in the desert when they can’t go more than 15

minutes away sounds like a better prison system if they use it for

lowlifers that otherwise become addicted, homeless streetwalkers,

criminals, sex crazies, etc.

I like Trumps plan for now, the drug dealers, kill them all, and the

migrants are overloading USA with their drug and liquor freaks, but

for what’s priority, I think the chemtrails blocking the sun are making

people miserable the most. Kill that program first. As for biggest drug

dealers, I heard from special military forces 3 different times, “the

military is bringing in all the drugs and if you think anything else,

your stupid.” “Cov19 lockdown navy brought a huge shipment of

drugs to Seattle” that was William Mount on YT. The others I knew in

person.

Giving us more facts will result in supplying the enemy Deep-State

with more facts also. So the white hats are supplying us just enough

facts in their planning to hopefully deny the enemy, but combined

with our extensive research we can reasonably put two and two

together. None of what we get is written in stone, while some of what

we get is undeniably deliberate disinformation, very confusing and

irritating to the enemy agents in our midst. One of them becomes so

angry, he openly wishes death upon us. Be real nice if MB would ban

him. Up to us to decipher which is which to our own satisfaction.

Well said, Davis. Real patriots know what’s happening & why.

Apparently, 3% of the general population are psychopaths, malignant

narcissists, & they try to rule the roost & control everyone else,

making them miserable. It’s a full-time job with them. Driving them

out like rats is the best way to go, from every community. Then, the
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people can live peacefully. People, stay together, throw out the

baddies, & the rest of y’all, grow up & do some research for

yourselves. This is a quiet WW.

Ever open a closet full of cockroaches and thousands scurry out and

scatter They can’t stand the light I did ,one time ,when I worked in a

hospital opened a closet to find a book i needed/ hard to get rid of

deep state, like cockroaches

the joo york times in an article ( sorry can’t remember when it was)

inferred that the first amendment is a threat to public health and to

democracy

Please remember that we are a republic. Democracy does not

guarantee freedom. Does anybody ever notice how the Communists

keep calling our country a “democracy”. Communism has democracy

too , but all you get to vote for is another filthy Communist.

Ah, the complexity of the ancient art of war aka Sun Tzu. Thank God,

we have big bad orange man leading us in this fight/war who is a

master in 5D chess in addition to being an expert in SunTzu. Lord

have mercy on us. Blessings,

If they had done a more thorough job with the Nuremberg trials we

might not have had to do today what we are having to do now. We

have learned from that mistake thank God. We must now get rid of

ALL OF THE NAZIS.

Does anyone wonder why we don’t hear about any of this in the

MSM? They are just as guilty as those being punished! As long as

children are being rescued, we won’t hear the Emergency Alert

System go off. They say patience is a virtue! I know I’m ready to get

on with this shit show! Is my county sheriff a good guy or a bad guy?

Is your county sheriff a good guy or bad guy? This extends from every

level in government from the top to the bottom! Well done Michael,

your comments are spot on Brother!!
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Thank you SeaDog. I try to keep it correct and understandable.

Yes, the Globalist owned Mainstream Newsmedia is 100% guilty and

will take their turns at the gallows. But the FAKE News rats are so

blatantly against us, they are hanging themselves and waking up

millions with their absurb vitriol.

That’s just it. The longer we wait for the idiots to wake, the more

trains will ‘derail’, the more rapes at the hands of illegals.

Empower yourself in your own situation. Take some concealed-carry

training. Practice being smart. Use situational awareness. Don’t put

yourself in stupid situations, large crowds, or questionable

circumstances. Lock your doors, put dowels in your windows, get a

dog. Constant complaint~~ not helpful. Thanks.

THe longer WH’s wait, the more trains will ‘derail’ and plume poison

over our country.

Great plan!

From what i’ve seen on social media, it is mostly the trolls who are

complaining about “things taking so long.” They try to sew

discouragement. I toy with them politely, until they show their true

colors. So~ no worries. Real patriots stand at the ready if you need us,

& we think y’all have done amazingly well!!! We wish for a little bone

of financial help if possible, & we’re good. We hope & pray for med

beds to be available in time for our loved ones who were stupidly

misled. Other than that~ keep going! Take as long as is required. We

are here if you need us, while trying to find ways to be helpful to our

mutual cause. Godspeed, & God bless!

That’s great the military have taken out a few wanting to have us lose

power for a few days, but how about train derailment and poisoning

of entire communities??? Cuz I know, I for one, would much rather

deal with no electricity for a couple days, rather than being poisoned!

Dear Father who art in heaven, please give us this day our daily bread

and send your breath over our world!
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Your government has YOUR best interest at heart! It took me about

the last five years or so to figure out that was total bullshit. They don’t

give a damn about us! We have to take care of each other and that is

the bottom line!! They aren’t going to help us, they would rather kill

us all.

Amen and our father in heaven ,remove any and all spells placed

upon our great country and it’s brainwashed people in JESUS NAME

 
“Obedient think of themselves as virtuous ,rather than cowardly”

With the enemy mainstream FAKE News lying to us constantly,

censoring, we really do not know what is reality in the news world do

we, unless we experience it ourselves. Those tankers in Ohio could

have been filled with something less deadly. With the Feds caught

going around killing animals, chickens, dogs, we just do not know

what is true because we cannot trust the mainstream reporters with

most of the news.

Stop downvoting people who VERY mildly use sarcasm in response to

what someone has posted. What a bunch of thin-skinned pansies.

Let’s poison them all…. yup, that is your government for you! I hope

the residents there decide to revolt against their local government!

LOL. Revolt? hahaha. Americans revolting amounts to calling their

reps and telling city council they should be ashamed. And that’s a

hefty workout for some lardasses in the US.

When we were kids, we would have said, you have a case of ‘the

screaming meemies.’ Not helping.

Mind control from the underground using addicts is rampant. They

are watching everybody and everything and a lot of controlling these

bad events from secret places underground.

Folllowing Fukushima, Dr. Emoto put out a request that everyone

everywhere pray over the water, to see it already Clean, Clear,

Healthy. Research his work online. Prayer over water is extremely
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powerful, because it is so conductive, & restructures itself readily. See

it Clean, Clear, & Healthy. Pray that.

Prayer is good but it has to be combined with determination. The

pollution of our food and water supply and the air we breathe should

not be taken lightly. Maybe we need more screaming meemies, eh?

Drugs or adrenochrome can motivate people to do these jobs. Super

Soldiers report doing bad jobs like that under control with microchips

and alter personalities, and I don’t know what else, but I can guess

there’s someone from an invisible place working the situation. Too

many mental patients report that kind of voice in the head and mind

control.

Dindu nothin

The elusive Dindu’s are a provocative sub-species. They are fearful

people quick to anger, but they will run way quickly when they do not

have the majority.

Were these arsonists FBI feild agents or paid operative mercenaries?

Or both?

Is there an actual civil war between White Hats & Deep State?

Will there be a new hybrid army composed of US marines & US

marshalls- the only agencies with proven loyalty to the U.S.

Constitution?

Last edited 1 day ago by Pepe Penname

They use microchips and drugs and voices in the head, to control

them to do evil things. There’s from what I’ve seen, not a chance these

guys were pure in the blood or not mind controlled. That’s a key to

control and the military hasn’t disclosed here what they did with the 4

dead bodies, autopsies, etc.
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They come up with people that would rather be dead than not get the

next fix. Don’t want to live without sex fixes either, and a chemist told

me Phizer sent many sexy babes to his house to get him to sign on. He

finally did and suddenly he went from the pillsbury dough boy look to

super buff and a lot taller. Just on the news in LA they showed how

the streetwalkers have graduated from heels and legs sticking out to

string bikinis in the winter.

All of them, use a fentanyl and meth mix. They don’t feel the cold.

The news said there were as many as 50 cars lined up with dudes

waiting. The point is there’s mostly men that won’t live without a lot

of sex. Sex is part of how they pay the guys. Lot’s of it.

It took chemists to figure out a chemical explosion to happen so this

is organized by a lot of people. The 4 that got shot, bodies went where

and how transported? They would likely have military autopsies.

Likely have some kind of strong drugs in their blood and hidden in a

secret compartment in their vehicles or at their hotel rooms. They use

adrenochrome and fentanyl to control Hollywood and they use drugs

to control these thugs but these kind of hits come from a lot of

organization along with the 4 hit men Trump looking fans. It sounds

like they wanted the explosions to be blamed on Trump which seems

lame.

Boise is in the Bible thumper belt although they wrestle with addicts

daily in huge numbers. Medical care workers have often been caught

on meth, even CNA’s and nurses in Boise and I was there knowing

them or hearing stories where my mom worked as a CNA. Bible

thumpers and football goes together out there and they don’t seem to

know how evil football is. It’s violent devil sports. Win Lose

competition mentality. Football games should be illegal. People get

psycho, scream and yell at the tv box, get drunk for it even at home,

have gambling bets on it, and rivals rock concerts. Head injuries

burden a lot of players. It replaced gladiator fights, where they kill

each other for the beautiful women prize.
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I don’t know how that would have played out had it went down and

exploded but it’s below freezing in Boise for months every year.

Residents tell me the CA migrants fleeing the fires, drought, then the

cov19 lockdowns, tripled the housing prices for a freezing state.

I wonder what else these destructive people can dream up to do.

There must be a major plan and list of all evil places on the surface

and below. The white hats haven’t gotten around to GETTY

MUSEUM in California which is the highest level satanic operations.

The Lord is waiting on his Church, and his people tp repent. This is

his battle ! Waking up to Christ and saving your soul is what he is

waiting for. This battle will be over in the blink of an eye and no more

loss of innocent lives if we seek him and repent. That is our job ! I

hope those soldiers get down on their knees and pray for his

protection and intervention ! He wrote the book. He knows the end

from the beginning. Repent, turn from wickedness and pray for his

return �

That doesn’t mean we don’t stand up and fight back alongside the

white Hats, we are patriots too and we want our country back. We are

not sitting around doing nothing, we all do our jobs too taking down

the evil hombres and defending the kids. For the kids, we fight the

most, and President Trump fought the most for them, above all else.

No argument from me. When Jehovah Yahweh aka God Almighty

acts, he does so in the twinkling of an eye which is a lot faster than the

blinking of any eye according to Biblical scholars. Speaking of Biblical

scholars, it is their consensus that early Christians wrote the Bible

with divine inspiration. Not meant to split hair per se. Lord have

mercy on us. Blessings,

I am making $100 an hour working from home. I never imagined that

it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

$16,000 a month by working on a laptop, that was truly astounding

for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must

try this job now by just using this website.. w w w.P a y a t h o m e 7.c o m
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Mr. Baxter, I’m listening tonight to the latest “interview” with Senor

Boots. Can we obtain from you a professional reaction to his latest

statements? I note that the anti-RRN talk began Fall 2021 and during

it all Senor Boots’ comments were the mildest of all (although I

believe that he instigated these verbal attacks and I believe that he

controls all of you, including yourself). With that as prologue, I now

recap his very recent statements as follows: “There’s all sorts of

bullshit that’s out there about the tribunal system…however, let me

qualify it…[retired experts in necesary fields have been sequestered]

and it would appear that there are some tribunals occuring at this

point…how many…a very tiny number…but why is that important…

because you’re [compiling] a basis…but these names are probably

people you’ve never heard of…there are [patriots] who say nothing’s

happening…bullshit…graft on a global scale…how do you address that

legally…it’s a process they know is coming but what you’ve got to do is

to SLOW that process or to CLOUD it…[so they won’t destroy the

evidence].” My episodes theorize that Senor Boots is buying time, but

for a different reason: that of not awakening America’s “Terrible

Tenth.” He may be “a kid by the side of the road,” but WE are ALL

kids at knot holes in a vast construction fence. With even a FEW more

facts, we can trace them to their causes and achieve better

understanding. See episode #38 for the inherent limitations of the

Cabal mind. Mr. Baxter, your thoughts (reactions) might seem

insignificant to YOU, but to OUR intuitive minds (a common patriot

feature) we can run with that ball. And they will never see the

touchdown. But it would mean a lot to us.

I have been saying this since before DJT was sitting in the Oval

Office,the TRUSTED US MILITARY , US SPECIAL FORCES and US

SPECIAL OPERATIONS UNITS NEED TO TAKE OUT AND TAKE

DOWN THE ENTIRE USDOJ and FBI , USING EXTREME FORCE

and EXERCISING EXTREME PREJUDICE, THESE TWO

ELEMENTS OF US GOVERNMENT LAW ENFORCEMENT ARE

CRIMINALLY CORRUPT AND CRIMINALLY COMPROMISED and

have been for DECADES, THEY ARE A CRIMINAL CABAL UNTO
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THEIR OWN, THEY ARE ACCOUNTABLE TO NO ONE,THIS IS

FACT, they have been operating in collusion with criminal elements

within the US INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES, foreign governments and

GLOBAL CRIMINAL CABALS and ESTABLISHMENT INBREDS

AND ZIONIST SATANIST JEWS, ALL OF THIS TO THE

DETRIMENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE

REPUBLIC , the AMERICAN PEOPLE and WORLD WIDE

HUMANITY. The AMERICAN PUBLIC and CITIZENRY has been too

fragmented and conditioned by an ENTIRELY zionist ,satanist jew

owned , operated and controlled msm, ( 90+ percent ). Americans are

entirely ignorant , entirely misinformed and for the most part entirely

stupid to understand what has been going on, and this has been done

by design in so many ways , too many to list in this post. thus

necessitating the ACTIONS REQUIRED BY TRUSTED US MILITARY

as prescribed in this post.

I would say 60% or more are awake. Most, not sure what to do.

Last edited 1 day ago by Hoser

Your dreaming, most people have no clue what is going on and the

idiots don’t care.

YUP

 
it’s about 60% but it’s growing Our son was military His wife was

college indoctrinated hard core Very hard to deal with

 
PRAYER IS POWERFUL

 
PRAYER IS THE ANSWER

Prayer is most powerful if we all pray. Just like the saying that says,

there is strength in numbers because Jesus said, whenever two or

three are gathered in my name am I in your midst. Blessings,

Research the Babylonian Cartel-pretend to be Jews to deflect hatred

on to actual Jews, who are victimized, just as the rest of humanity,

and wrongfully accused to boot. Every other word of your claims are
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completely true.I

Thank you, patriot-from a grateful Jew.

That what I say. The Khazarians and the Rothschilds have slapped

your face too much. Time to fight back.

Torah is fine, Talmud is terrible. Y’all gotta clear their religious

influence from your midst, the same way we’re doing with

governments. Vatican, same deal. Even Christian churches have deep

state Khazarian pastors. They always gotta be in charge, so relatively

easy to locate.

If the Masons were ever an okay secret society, the Khazar influence

there now is crazy nut~biscuit.

The guy of the chosen land got 29 standing ovations after he droned

on for hours ?He said 9/11 “is good for us =chosen land” USS

LIBERTY ? WHY do you suppose the land of the chosen is,to be

“LAST”? sucking our BILLIONS for decades FREE college /free

health care for the chosen 19 BILLIONAIRES proxy wars for them /

rabid extortion /the enemy within Why the hold up?

All the Proof you need to prove positive. Record it and pass it on.

 
bitchute DOT com/video/QNeMuLofJDq7/

I am so very grateful for our White Hats. They are kickin’ it at a level

we can only guess. Remember, this mission was last-minute, “off the

cuff,” not much info available–while they are fighting a world war.

Tin soldiers and Biden coming,

 
We’re finally on our own.

 
This winter I hear the drumming,

 
How many dead in Ohio.

 
Gotta get down to it

 
CIA agents are cutting us down

 
Should have been done long ago.

What if you knew her

 
And found her dead on the ground
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How can you run when you know?

Gotta get down to it

 
FBI agents are cutting us down

 
Should have been done long ago.

What if you knew her

 
And found her dead on the ground

 
How can you run when you know?

 
Tin soldiers and Biden coming,

 
We’re finally on our own.

 
This summer I hear the drumming,

 
How many dead in Ohio.

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many dead)

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many )

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (How many more?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Why?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Oh!)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Four)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Why?)

 
How many dead in Ohio (Why?)

Shoot, ReJe your post wasn’t visible when I posted, then hit refresh

and yours showed up. And yep, Kent State campus riots shooting.

“Ohio” by Crosby Stills Nash and Young, 1969 or thereabouts. I

believe they sang it at Woodstock.

All four are vaxtards now. The needle took Crosby recently. It’s very

easy to understand. Gone, gone, the damage done.

Merrick Garland gave a speech in St Louis yesterday promising 200

Million to community groups “fighting gun violence”. He also gave a

speech in DC on Monday. Whether it is he or a body double, he is still

feeding his Democratic street operatives.
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There is a man in Indiana who is exposing the railroad derailment as

the planned nuke poisoning of whole communities by igniting

intentionally chemical loaded rail cars under the guise of a derail

“accident”.

I bet these train derailments are all DS false flag attacks. 3 of them

within a week? And all in red states? They are simply not even trying

to be discreet anymore! they are too desperate.

Well, so was the halftime show at the Super Bowl, & the recent

Grammy Satanic show. Right up in your face. No subtlety at all.

I thank you for the reporting you do at this site and I’m sorry I don’t

have extra money to send you as I have leukemia, long hauler Covid

for 7 months now, and a military injury to my back. Also because of

my pain I get very little sleep. I do post RealRawNews.com to other

sites when I do postings there. So I am spreading the word of this site,

that I can do. Thanks again.

Brother Ken, allow me to put you in our prayer chain that you will feel

God’s healing presence during these difficult times. Blessings,

YES COMMAND ALL unclean evil spirits to leave you immediately

they have NO PERMISSION to be near you or to cause harm in any

way ,IN JESUS NAME

 
in the name of the father the son and the holy spirit blessings dear

patriot

Ken, try earth clinic for research online. Brilliant people helping each

other heal naturally there!

Ken, for your leukemia blend up beets, carrotts and apples together

into a juicer and drink what you can. Platelettes get better. Watch

your diet and don’t let the doctors scare you.

I’ll bet Steve Bannon would air it on Warroom. If it could be

substantiated, he’d take it on. He knows that someone needs to & he’s

the best man to be the forerunner.
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This is the most disturbing article I’ve seen in a long time, on a

number of fronts. Just the idea of gunfights between the FBI and the

Marines is hard to accept — no wonder the normies are so oblivious

to what’s going on — but the fact that not even alt news outlets would

touch it is very disheartening. Fox is not surprising, but I was very

disappointed in OANN and Newsmax. Who hasn’t sold out? My wife

thinks that RRN is in the same league as

 
Marvel Comics, as I’m sure many others do as well. God bless Michael

Baxter, a voice crying in the wilderness. There aren’t many places to

get a glimpse into what’s really going on behind the news blackout

curtain.

ALL FBI AND USDOJ EMPLOYEES SHOULD BE DECLARED

ENEMY COMBATANTS AND DEALT WITH ACCORDINGLY , ALL

FBI AND USDOJ EMPLOYEES . THERE SHOULD A NATION WIDE

TAKE DOWN, RIGHT FUCKING NOW, WE ARE AT WAR, WAKE

THE FUCK UP PEOPLE!

I made a mistake when I said I have a blow torch at the ready that

goes across the room 40ft I meant it goes 4ft across a room We have

used it in renovation

msn dot com slash en-us slash news slash us slash no-survivors-in-

black-hawk-helicopter-crash-near-alabama-highway-officials-say

slash ar-AA17xvGJ?

ocid=msedgdhp&pc=U531&cvid=352d1db17a534d56c66818d3ffb49804

Who was on the chopper and why? Who was targeting them, who

benefitted from it and who has the power to cover it up?

Souboj občanů ve vládě a souboj občanských korporací! Zpívejte 🎼 

 
Každé tělo chce ovládnout svět 🎼! Milujte je některé Ismy! Lucy in

the Sky není Lucille Balls! Vlaky, letadla a všechno divné! Lolita vyšla

Express'in 2000pg's. Chris Sky za důvod! Úplné dokumenty, žádné

redakce. 

 
"Je to velký klub a ty a já v něm nejsme!" George Carlin RIP🎬
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